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Computer-human relation through glass
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– a part of the masters project “Growing Computers, Connecting Bodies, Cutting the Cord”
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ABSTRACT
In this master project I investigate materiality, transhumanism and alternative ways of producing knowledge
and new discussions in the fields of glass craft, electronics and biotechnology. I make do-it-yourself glass
computers and explore the relation between body/human-machine/computer with a hacker approach.

INTRODUCTION
“Then perhaps our basic disagreement is over the nature of being human. To me, the essence of being human
is not our limitations – although we do have many – it's our ability to reach beyond our limitations. We
didn't stay on the ground. We didn't even stay on the planet. And we are already not settling for the
limitations of our biology.”
Ray Kurzweil1

I am a glassblower. My work moves between the body, natural science, craft and technology and I am
interested in the different norms and expectations within each field. I am looking for similarities, truths and
prejudice to rewrite the rules. During my bachelor I started to experiment with electronics and since then I
have developed my interest in new technology or fictional new technology combined with glass craft and my
body, and what this specific combination can express.
I do not make ”new electronics” in the sense of being an inventor, but I make objects that discusses new
electronics or technology. One aim is to make objects that the viewer does not expect from glass art, but also
objects s/he does not expect from electronics whether s/he has a background in art, craft or engineering. I
like to show my work for people with different background and when I show my stuff for engineers, I get
completely different response than when I show them to artists and I think both views are important for my
investigation. In this master project I investigate materiality, transhumanism and alternative ways of
producing knowledge and new discussions in the fields of glass craft and biotechnology. The main concerns
are:
How can I make craft relevant in a new context, to expand both craft and the field of technology/natural
science and hereby reach a new audience?
How can I explore the relation and floating boundary between body, computer, mind and machine or cyborg 2
trough glass craft?

IDEA AND BACKGROUND
The body in transiton
”Gud gjorde av medlidande människan vacker och lockande, till sin egen avbild, men min gestalt är en oren
variant av din, desto vidrigare eftersom den är lik”
Doktor Frankenstein3
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Kurzweil Ray, The singularity is near, (2005), page 311, Croydon 2013 by CPI Group: Duchwoth Overlook,
ISBN 978-0-7156-3561-2
A cyborg is a being with both organic and biomechatronic body parts. The word is short for ”cybernetic organism”
Shelley Mary, Frankenstein eller den moderne Prometeus, (1818), sid 114, Hungary 2015: Bakhåll,
ISBN 978-91-7742-277-8

Current technological developments has enabled our bodies to become more digitally connected,
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for example the Quantified Self movement are measuring health by using electronic devices carried on the
body daily and smartphone apps4 and the biohackers who call themselves grinders practice functional,
extreme body
modification in an effort to improve the human condition5. Examples of what grinders do besides from
NFC / RFID chipping is very commonly magnetic implants but a far more advanced hacks exists like Stelarc
who works artistic with his grinder practice and for example has mechanic third arm that he claims that he
does feel that he “operates” but simply uses just like the other two. He also has grown an ear on his arm
where he wants to install a microphone to enable other people to hear what his ear hears, to expand the limits
of his own body.6
In medical/natural sciences the line between the humans and animals is merely a line between different
species and not something else, still we carry old ideas in the back of our heads. When God, according to the
Christian belief, said that he created the human in his own image 7, he marked the definitive difference
between the human and the animals he had created before. This is also the traditional humanistic perspective
to distinguish animals from humans. Håkan Larsson and Birgitta Fagrell describe in their book
“Föreställningar om kroppen – kropp och kroppslighet i pedagogisk praktik och teori” how ever since René
Decartes explained the world in dualisms like human-animal, body-mind, man-woman, culture-nature,
natural-unnatural and so on, it has shaped the view on our self as existing as opposite of the other and
through this view separated the mind from the body, technology from nature and human from the other
animals8. Modern biotechnology are challenging these dualisms. Man can become woman, the neuro
scientists research the part of the body that is the mind, artificial intelligence and nanotechnology can blur
the line between human and machine and the border of natural and unnatural is not obvious.

//Picture of Stelarc//, //Picture of Neil Harbisson//

The posthumanist cyborg artist Neil Harbisson was born completely color blind. He has now an antenna
implanted into his skull that translates color to sound through bone conduction so he can experience color
despite his condition. He claims that the wish of creating new senses and overcome aging for example
4

Gary Wolf, june 2010, The Quantified Self, TED-talks, https://www.ted.com/talks/gary_wolf_the_quantified_self, accessed 201603-13
5
Bio Nyfiken, http://www.bionyfiken.se/vad-ar-biohacking/, accessed 2016-03-13
6
Clark Andy, Natural Born Cyborgs – Mind, Technologies and the Future of Human Intelligence, (2003), chapter 5, USA 2003,
Oxford University Press Inc
7
Bible Gateway, online Bible, Book of Genesis, 1:27, https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis
%2C+1%3A27&version=NIV
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Larsson Håkan och Fagrell Birgitta, Föreställningar om kroppen – kropp och kroppslighet i pedagogisk praktik
och teori, (2010), chapter 5-6, Egypt 2010 by Sahara Printing: Liber AB, ISBN 978-91-47-08443-2
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is not about making the human or himself superior for him, but to become more like other animals; like the
jellyfish that never dies or the ducks that can sense north. When I met him he even said to me, like it was the
most normal thing in the world, that all humans in one way are disabled because we can't see at night like
most other animals can. And to be able to see in the dark for example might not only, or mainly, be a
personal benefit but a benefit for the climate and all animals because it could save a lot of energy if we could
live in the dark.9

The computer and the mind
Professor Samuel Norman:
- All this knowledge, Lucy. I'm not even sure that mankind is ready for it. We're so driven by power and
profit. It's human mans nature. It might bring us only instability and chaos.
Lucy:
- Ignorance brings chaos, not knowledge. I'll build a computer and download all my knowledge in it.
Dialogue from the Luc Besson movie Lucy10

While the body can become more connected to computers and electronic equipment, the computers artificial
intelligence becomes more and more developed and intelligent. The technological singularity is a
hypothetical event, when artificial intelligence, (computer, computer network, or robot) would be capable of
redesigning itself or of designing and building computers or robots better than itself. Repetitions of this cycle
would likely result in a runaway effect – where smart machines design generations of increasingly powerful
machines, creating intelligence far exceeding human intellectual capacity and control. Inventor, author and
engineer Ray Kurzweil predicts that this will happen in year 2045 11.
He also predicts that you in a not too far future will be able to upload your consciousness to a computer and
through this procedure maybe live forever.12 This is something that also some neuroscientists, like Doctor
Hannah Critchlow claims would be possible one day13. There is friction in materiality between human and
machine, digitalization and body and this inspires me. This friction is not stopping our fascination and/or fear
and/or desire to overcome it though.

Hacker culture
”According to the standard thinking on computers, their time was so precious that one should only attempt
things that took maximum advantage of the computer, things that otherwise would take roomfuls of
mathematicians days of mindless calculating. Hackers felt otherwise: anything that seemed interesting or fun
was fodder for computing...”
Steven Levy14

Hackers, not to be confused with the definition of person who breaks into computers, are creative fearless
people, interested in computers, that make and share knowledge and (mainly) computer craft together. They
are exploring the limits of what is possible, overcoming limitations of systems in a playful, way. Fun and
meaningless outcomes are also produced in the hacker community, among things like brilliant satire and
innovative software. But the most important factor to define a hacker, in my point of view, is not what is
done but how, and in what mentality. Steven Levy describes in his book Hackers – heroes of computer
revolution how the hacker culture was born and how it has developed. Today it is a big subculture with many
different agendas and what hacktivism or hacker culture is, and what it is to be a hacker or not could be
debated forever15 but one thing that connects hackers is the hacker ethic. Steven Levy gives a detailed
9
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Conversation with Neil Harbisson, Nordic Light Hotel Stockholm, 2016-02-10, 21:00-22:00
Silla Virginie, Besson Luc, Lucy, 2014, Universal Pictures
Fahl Hanna, År 2029 är maskinerna smartare än vi, Dagens nyheter, http://www.dn.se/kultur-noje/ar-2029-ar-maskinernasmartare-an-vi, accessed 2016-03-23
Kurzweil Ray, The singularity is near, (2005), page 198-203 and 320-330, Croydon 2013 by CPI Group, Duchwoth Overlook,
ISBN 978-0-7156-3561-2
Knapton Sarah, Humans could download brains on to a computer and live forever, The Telegraph,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/hay-festival/11627328/Humans-could-download-brains-on-to-a-computer-and-liveforever.html, acessed 2016-03-23
Levy Steven, Hackers - Heroes of Computer Revolution, (1984), page 35, USA 2010, Sebastopol
A lot of interesting study material and questions for anyone who wants to read more about hacker culture are available from this

description of it but in short you can sum it up to:
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-All information should be free and available to everyone. This makes the open source principle16 an
important part of hacker culture.
-Access to computers should be total and unlimited, also access to other things that might teach you about
how the world works should be accessible – always yield the Hands-On Imperative.
-Mistrust authority and promote decentralization.
-Art and beauty can be made on and with a computer.
-Computers can change your life to the better.
-Hackers should be judged by their hacking, not by degrees, age, race or position 17.
He forgets to mention gender which can be related to that the hacker culture is a male dominated one, but
there are off course many hackers of today that would put gender as an equal factor that hackers in an ideal
world should not be judged by.
To me the hacker culture is interesting mainly because of its hands on perspective and the aim to share and
make new knowledge. When hackers are considered stealing it is often because of the disagreement on what
should and can be owned at all. Hackers challenge what already existing systems should and can do.
In Stockholm there are several different groups which according to me can be seen as a part of the hacker
movement or related to it. There are hacker collectives, technology-oriented discussion groups and people
who meet up and make/lab/build/ and other craft oriented practices. Through my work I got in touch with the
hackerspace Sparvnästet18 and they introduced programming to me with great enthusiasm in 2012. Through
them I met the biohacking group Bio Nyfiken19 that made me interested in biotechnology. Biohacking is to
apply the experimental and playful hacker approach to biology and can include grinders and do-it-yourself
biologists who experiments with genetic engineering like reading DNA in home laboratories and methods to
control and influence biological body processes through diet, medication (like the performance enhancing
nootropics) or electronics (like tDCS for example) 20. Biohacking may also be seen as a part of the maker
movement.

The maker culture and Arduino
”Verksamheten är inte begränsad till just elektronik eller teknik, utan omfattar alla praktiskt kreativa uttryck.
Här står nyfikenhet i fokus. Tanken att man kan ägna sig åt allt från CNC-fräsning, pyssel med elektronik,
löda kretskort, hänga i en syhörna eller varför inte ägna dig åt biohacking och träslöjd?”
Stockholm makerspace21

The maker movement can be understood as the offspring of the hacker movement and the Do-it-yourselfmovement. It is technology based just like the hacker movement, and sharing knowledge is a central part, but
it is less focused around software and also more traditional crafts like knitting and wood working is common
practice.
Arduino is an open source, microcontroller-based computer and it is an iconic tool in the maker movement.
An Arduino board consists of a microcontroller with complementary components that facilitate programming
and incorporation into other circuits22. With an Arduino it is comparatively easy to make and program
electronics with lights, sensors or motors for example. I've used an Arduino in many of my earlier projects to
program lights and LCD-displays and collect information from my muscles sensors and send the information
(via Bluetooth) to my laptop.

16
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study circle at http://www.sparvnastet.org/pages/studygroup-kursplan.html accessed 2016-02-03
Open-source software is computer software with its source code made available. The copyright holder provides the rights to
study, change, and distribute the software to anyone and for any purpose.
Levy Steven, Hackers- Heroes of Computer Revolution, (1984), page 27-38, USA 2010, Sebastopol
Sparvnästet hackerspace, www.sparvnastet.org, accessed 2016-03-23
Bio Nyfiken, www.bionyfiken.se, accessed 2016-03-23
Bio Nyfiken, Vad är biohacking?, http://www.bionyfiken.se/vad-ar-biohacking/, accessed 2016-03-13
Stockholm Makerspace, Om oss, http://www.makerspace.se/om-oss, accessed 2016-03-23
Arduino, www.arduino.cc, accessed 2016-03-23

Transhumanism
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”I was born human. But this was an accident of fate – a condition merely of time and place.
I believe it's something we have the power to change.”
Kevin Warwick23

Many biohackers call themselves transhumanists, and transhumanism is the philosophical framework of the
relationship between technological progress and the human condition. Where technology can mean anything
from medical advances to the electronics or biotechnology. The human is seen as an ongoing process, not
the ultimate goal.
Transhumanists believe in morphological freedom, that is a proposed civil right of all humans to either
maintain or modify their own body, on their own terms. Examples of technology that is discussed by
transhumanists today include life extension science, artificial intelligence, genetic engineering, future
scenarios of fully immersive virtual reality, the use and regulations of nootropics, what biological
nanorobotics could mean for the human in the (near?) future and if you should be able to use hormones to
change your sex to the level you want yourself and not necessary according to the binary gender system. 24
Transhumanism is not to be confused with a political movement since applying the theory may result in
everything from fascism to leftwing utopia or queer activism depending on who you ask. In Stockholm
Människa plus is the main organization discussing transhumanism and it is religious and political impartial.

METHOD
Collecting inspiration, technical and material knowledge
The craft artist:
-Aren't there large companies in this town who can help you out with thi...
The doctor:
-No! No! No! I can’t go to them! It's too radical for them! We've always been too radical! I mean... can't! It's
too.... too complicated!
Dialouge from the David Cronenberg movie Dead Ringers25

During my whole master project I've been making objects connected to technology in different ways. I have
attended meetings, lectures, labs/workshops, theater plays, exhibitions, digital study circles and discussions
with several groups, but mainly I've been inspired by the biohacking group Bionyfiken, different events with
transhumanistic theme, and collected knowledge from the hackerspace Sparvnästet. My method to gather
inspiration and information during this project has been to unconditionally attend to this kind of events or
spaces and then bring something back to my studio work. It could be anything from a thought/opinion, to a
lab-technique or a material/item or maker project I didn't know existed. I've tried to put no prestige in the
first objects, texts or sketches I make out of the “thing” I brought back. After the first making, sometimes it
stopped there, but other times I got an idea that could become “a real art work” and started to work from
there. For inspiration and information I have also read books, watched art, movies, TEDtalks and lectures.
Konstfack had for example a series lectures themed “posthumanism” with a big variety of lecturers in
autumn 201526. Some of the books and movies I had read and watched have also been pure fiction like David
Cronenbergs movies eXisteZ27 or Dead Ringers, but I still consider them meaningful for aesthetic and
philosophical input to my project.

23
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Clark Andy, Natural Born Cyborgs – Mind, Technologies and the Future of Human Intelligence, (2003), page 18, USA 2003:
Oxford University Press Inc
Bostrom Nick, In Defence of Posthuman Dignity, http://www.nickbostrom.com/ethics/dignity.html, accessed 2016-03-23 and
Människa plus, www.manniskaplus.se, accessed 2016-03-23
Boyman Mark & Cronenberg David, Cronenberg David, Dead ringers, 1988, 20th Century Fox
Konstfack, Friday Lectures, https://www.konstfack.se/sv/Aktuellt/Friday-Lectures, accessed 2016-03-23
Cronenberg David & Hámori Andras & Lantos Robert, Cronenberg David, eXisteZ,1999, Miramax Films
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DNA-extracting workshop with Bio Nyfiken

My work Systemize and visualize your personal code as mine (2015)
where I made a lab and extracted DNA from old lovers and secret crushes.
I am not the first artist working with technology or nature science from another perspective. In EAT
teknologi för livet, engineer and later on founder of Experiments in Art and Technology Billy Klüver is
describing the process of making Jean Tinguelys self destroying Meta-matic-machines in the work Homage
to New York. He describes Jean Tinguelys ignorance for basic technical rules mostly as inspiring for him with
background in engineering and sums up the result of the project with saying that just like a scientific
experiment, the artistic experiment with the machine couldn't fail, The machine was not a functional object
in that sense and should not be treated as if it was 28. Artists working with technology are several but my work
28

Klüver Billy, The Garden Party, (1961), read in the anthology Teknologi för livet - om Experiments in Art and Technology, page
19-28, (2004), Denmark 2004, Norhaven

also belongs in a glasstraditon. Material experiments with glass and copper wire was in Sweden first
7
represented by Monica Backström in the 1960s. She broke ground when she insisted on putting copper
paperclips and nails in the glass at Boda glass factory although the glassblowers working there said it is
impossible to fuse glass and metal29. Monica Backströms material experiments is a prerequisite to my work
and the reason I first learned that glass actually could be mixed with metal, if you only used copper. And that
was important knowledge to me because without the compatibility between copper and glass, my glass
computers wouldn’t been possible to make.

//Picture of Monica Backström with successful experiment of paperclips in glass//
//Picture of small, glasscovered RFID/NFC-implant chip in bio glass/copper//

Copper is widely used in electronics because of its high electrical conductivity. It is also used as a main
material in the RFID/NFC-tag I implanted in my hand in autumn 2014 30. I got the opportunity through an
event with Bio Nyfiken where an invited piercer, working with decorative implants for several years,
implanted functional chips for everyone who had signed up. The technology in this chip is very primitive, it
is programmable with a smartphone but to use it you mainly use the ID-number and register the number to
other systems, such as that I have replaced my key tag at Konstfack with the ID-number of my hand (or my
hands chip). So now I can swipe my hand instead of a key tag to open doors. But when I implanted the chip
it was not for practical reasons of not carrying my key tag for example, instead it was because I wanted to
see if I changed my own thoughts of my bodys (hands) functions.

//Picture of an X-rayof a hand
with a NFC-inplant. Showing
the location of the chip inplant//

Mittens from earlier experiment, reacting to NFC-chips, embroidered with cables.
29
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Thor Lars, Erik Rosén – radikal förnyare av svensk glaskonst, (2004), page 63, Växjö, Grafiska Punkten,
ISBN 91-974656-5-8
Dangerous Things, xM1 Mifare S50 2x12mm Glass Tag, https://dangerousthings.com/shop/13-56mhz-s50-glass-nfc/, accessed
2016-03-23

The microchip in my hand is made in copper with glass as the shielding material. The glass in my chip 8
is called bio glass and the composition of it is made to be compatible to use inside the body. The body
communicates with electricity and to me this chain or circle of compatibility and friction sounds like
poetry, like materials dancing together acting both as the link and the barrier between each other. I guess a
fascination like this this is one way to be material based and to identify as a craft artist.
I'm not a programmer but know some basics in programming microcontroller boards, I look for existing
codes on the internet to start from and then modify them to suit me, that is how I usually work. But without
the community of programmers/hackers I couldn't have done this and I wouldn't have known where to start
or learn. My strength is that I am a glassblower and I think what is most important to my work is how the
glass craft can contribute with something new.

Making computers
“The layout of circuits on the board was a window into the designers’ personality, and even superficial
details like the quality of the holes by which one mounted the board would betray the designers’ motives,
philosophy, and commitment to elegance. Digital designs, like computer programs are the best pictures of
minds you can get”
Lee Felsenstein (according to Steven Levy)31

In my project I make computers in glass based on the specifications and components of the Arduino Uno.
Although the hardware and software to Arduino are freely available under copyleft licenses, the developers
have requested that the name "Arduino" should not be used for derivative works without permission.
Therefore I'm not making an Arduino but a microcontroller based computer. Since Arduino is open source
and very well known it is easy to find circuiting to the board online and even walk-through instructions to
build one on maker-sites such as www.instructables.com.

original Arduino Uno

31

Levy Steven, Hackers- Heroes of Computer Revolution, 1984, page 209, USA (2010), Sebastopol
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Do-it-yourself-“Arduinos”
I searched for what these custom-made ”Arduinos” look like and have found surprisingly low variety for
being built in the creative maker movement. I started to wonder what difference it would make if the board
itself looks different. Almost always, no matter if it is a DIY-board or a bought one the Arduino is hidden
away in maker projects, the board is very much needed to make things work but is almost never a wanted
part of the design. What Steven Levy claims that Lee Felsenstein said about how you design your circuit
board or how you write your computer program says something about both what was, or maybe still is,
considered as right and wrong in the hacker community but also that aesthetics counts and always is a very
important factor that affects what you read out of an object, maker project, or even a computer program,
besides pure function.
I am interested in the norms that exist in the design of microcontroller boards. I don't want my computers to
be something hidden away or built into a case, but in itself one of the main components of the work. What
one do with the equipment, and who is doing it, can that be affected by how it looks?
I play with truth, I use real electronics, but I sometimes claim that it is doing other things than it actually
does. Some parts are distractions, like an illusionist who wants the audience focus on something else to make
the illusion believable. In previous projects I have worked with a combination of real technology and
interpretations of real debates that are current as a result of technological progress, but I've also mixed it
with fictional elements. Therefore I work in a science-fiction tradition. I think that it can be meaningful to
add some fiction, for example to be able to discuss something that is not real, as if it is real. By making a
craft object from a subject it also becomes comprehensible in a completely different way than if it is only a
theoretical discussion. If I had worked with technology and from a different perspective, I couldn't have done
this. Therefore this is important to do. Another artist I've seen working similar is Golondrina 32 (Diana
32

Simpson Hernandez Diana, Golondrina, www.dishcreative.com, accessed 2015-12-10

Simpson Hernandez) in one of her projects she uses fictional machines combined with detailed
description of what they do to discuss human behavior.
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Fictional Machines; Time Machine, Lightning Harvester by Golondrina/Diana Simpson Hernandez

Glass
”All glass to be cast within one mold should come from the same melt. If any glass made on different days is
mixed, the result may be cracks in the object.”
Henry Halem33

Glass is the material that I know best and I see great development potential in continuing to work with what I
am good at. Working with glass is always working with compatibility. Like the quote from the book Glass
Notes A reference for the glass artist suggests it is of great importance to know what glass you use and what
you mix, just like a doctor needs to be sure that the blood s/he transfuses has the right blood type. Glass is
connected to technology in many ways like the labs that uses scientific (mouth blown), glass is used as an
electrical isolator material and in fiber optics, like fiber around the globe34 which is the cables that compiles
the internet (since fiber optics is the fastest way to transfer information through light). But when working as
a glass craft artist the traditions, the expectations of what kind of objects you make in glass and what
“function” in a glass object means are different.
Through this project I've been trying different techniques in which I can weld and place copper wire inside
glass sculptures with such precession to be able to form a functional “circuit board”. I started to use cast
glass, experimented with flamework and color frits but finally I found a method to weld the copper wire and
then insert the wire while hot sculpting the parts in the hotshop without destroying the functionality of the
circuit. After cooling down and annealing the parts I airbrush paint them and solder the electric components
to the glass parts.

33
34

Halem Henry, Glassnotes – a reference for the glass artist, (1993), USA, Franklin Mills Press 1996, ISBN 1-885663-02-1
Kuzoian Alex, Animated map reveals the 550,000 miles of cable hidden under the ocean that power the internet,
http://uk.businessinsider.com/animated-map-global-fiber-optic-internet-cables-2015-9?r=US&IR=T,
acessed 2016-03-23
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Process; first method, dipped wax, kilncasted in plaster mold

Process; final method, hotsculpting and final airbrushed result

ARTISTIC PROCESSING
Size, inside and outside
”Att delarna var ytterst små utgjorde ett stort hinder för att kunna arbeta snabbt, så därför beslutade jag,
tvärtemot vad jag från början hade för avsikt, att göra varelsen gigantisk till kroppsstorleken..”
Doktor Frankenstein35

Size is relevant when working with the theme “body”. When one relates an objects size to your own body
size it creates a relation to the body of the viewer. My work is three parts consisting of three crafted
computers. In the first computer I made all parts “big” because just like Doctor Frankenstein, I realized that
it was easier to work with larger portions. I allowed them to become the size of organs in the body. To be
able to relate the objects to the body in different ways I let the parts shrink gradually in the other two
computers to make other relevant associations, like implants, possible. Parallel to the shrinking of the
computer parts, computer #2 and computer #3 also moves into the podium, penetrating the podium top on
different levels.
To me the podium top represents where an artwork usually starts and ends. Since I work with merging and
floating boundaries I use it as my border. I want to question where the body begins and ends, and what and
where the limits of bodies, computers and machines are.
35

Mary Shelley, Frankenstein eller den moderne Prometeus, (1818), page 38, Hungary 2015: Bakhåll,
ISBN 978-91-7742-277-8

Part #1 The reversed pacemaker

12

”Among Freitas's designs are nanorobotic blood cells that provide their own mobility. If the blood moves
autonomously, the engineering issues of the extreme pressures required for centralized pumping can be
eliminated”
Ray Kurzweil36

My first computer lies on top of the podium. It is lit up from underneath like resting on a screen. The
different glass parts are connected by crocodile clips with long black and red wires like a messy nest of
connections and the parts could remind you of a heart, a brain or a blob with veins.
Connected to the computer is a black wrist guard. If you put it on a red LED on the computer starts to blink
like a heartbeat.
The first one has the most traditional perspective. We are creators, you wear the wrist gadget and then you
give “life” to it; your creation, the machine. You are in control and understands that it starts and stops when
you connect or disconnect. The heart is a strong symbol that distinguish the human from the machine. But
the heart is also the organ that already has a very well-known machine stand in – the pacemaker. With the
pacemaker the perspective is still that the machine is only existing to serve the patient but I wanted to
question who is served in this reversed pacemaker. Also in a transhumanistic future, with nanorobotic
technology like the one mentioned in the quote above, we may not even need hearts at all, more than as a
symbol.

Part #2 The uploaded mind
”Later in this century it will seem remarkable to people that humans in earlier era lived their lives without a
backup of their most precious information: that contained in their brains and bodies.”
Ray Kurzweil37

In the second computer everything starts to grow together and creates another relationship than in the first. It
has less parts than the first one, at least to start with. The parts are less figurative, I wanted them to be more
abstract, and melted. The computer interacts with a stop-motion animation that is projected from underneath
the semitransparent podium top. In this way the computer has dissolved into something that is more virtual.
The projected parts move grow and connect to the physical parts when you put on a device on your head and
push a button. The connections are few in the beginning but they grow more complex the more people that
“upload”. Fleshlike silicone bumps has also grown onto some of the red wires that connects the parts directly
and permanent, without crocodile clips.

Part #3 The reprogrammable body
”I've always had a repulsive sort of need to be something more than human”
David Bowie38

The last computer is functioning but has no specific function yet. The parts it consists of are small and fully
sunk into the podium. The inside of the podium is covered in silicone and the computer parts have grown
into it. Physically reachable to the viewer is only the USB, with which you can program the computer, and
the pins that you can connect other things, operated by the computer, too. A subtle breathing movement is
present in the silicone.
The hacker culture is about hacking, experimenting and working with existing systems. The body is a
existing system, just like a computer. In this last part I wanted to express the fundamental transhumanistic
idea that the human is an ongoing process and to see the body as something reprogrammable. I arranged a
workshop or performance with invited persons from Hackerspace Sparvnästet during the Konstfack
spring exhibition to program this last computer and build something together.
36
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Fear and playfulness
Technology is something that is celebrated in our time and seen as something positive, but during this project
I have realized that the subject biotechnology and transhumanism also often induces fears. The technological
singularity would mean we would lose control over our technological creation, but were we ever really in
control? In the western culture we are used to have the perspective of ourselves superior to technology and
nature. Other cultures such as the Native American culture for example traditionally see the human as a part
of nature39, and if we can be a part of nature I think we can also be a part of technology and technology is
already a big part of us. This leaves Decartes dualisms in ruins.
I think a lot of the fear of this is about losing control and power, and losing control over the technology is
both a possible future scenario if the technological singularity becomes real and a dystopia that has been
repeated endlessly in popular culture in everything from Frankenstein (1823) to Terminator (1984) and
Transcendence (2014). This makes the spontaneous reaction almost always negative although it's not
necessarily negative to lose control.
Perhaps those who have less to lose than those who possess power today is not as afraid of the technological
singularity for example. A possible scenario, if we could program everyones equal interests and artificial
intelligence that has become smarter and more powerful than us could redistribute all resources rationally, is
revolution and a more equal world. Nanorobotics could be worse for everyone with little power since it could
probably have great use in warfare and maybe even mind control, but off course also medical use. This may
sound naive or cliché, and maybe it is, but I claim, that the most dangerous thing is to not gain knowledge, it
is to be afraid of it. This is going to affect everyone and then I think everyone should be interested in
knowing, discussing and influence what is going on. If we step away from it because of fear I think that the
future will be entirely in the hands of the richest company owners in our capitalist society.
Besides the fear of losing control, the other main source of fear that I've met during my work is the fear of
going against the will of nature or God. There are for example several websites protesting against NFCimplants because the protesters claim that this is the mark of the beast. And since it (hypothetically) could be
used as a payment method (MasterCard uses their own NFC-systems in some payment systems for example)
and the fact that the chip is most commonly put in the hand, they refer to a prophecy in the Bible about the
mark of the beast saying “........to receive a mark on their right hands or on their foreheads so that they could
not buy or sell unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of its name.”. 40
It was long ago that medical technology let humans step out of the kind of natural selection other animals
obey and I think this fear is slowly changing, it's getting easier to convince people that it is irrational to think
that the NFC-implant I have in my hand is disgusting, if they think that a contraceptive implant or a
pacemaker is normal.
I read in Andy Clarks Natural Born Cyborgs about how Kevin Warwick since 1998 have been experimenting
with different chips in his body and to let them communicate with his surroundings The first one was pretty
simple and operated lights and doors (like I tried with my chip). He reported that he quickly felt as if the
implant was one with his body and that his biological body was just one aspect of a larger and more powerful
system.41 I am not convinced that the chip make me think very different of my hand and I find myself pretty
often moving the chip under min skin with my other hand to make it more readable when entering the door
to the Konstfack kitchen. This doors reader is very bad compared to most of the other readers at school. This
destroys my perception of the chip as a part of my body. It has for sure made me move my body different in
school since I now avoid the doors with bad readers and choose other ways of walking when possible. But
for now the upgrade is actually more of an interesting limitation to me than an upgrade. I had to go through
some steps to get Konstfack to approve that I could use the chip implant in my project. I understand that
Konstfack has a great responsibility to question students projects that may seem unethical or dangerous and
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this is why they asked me to get a medical certificate for example. But what interests me is why they
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thought of this as potentially dangerous. The chip is passive, with biocompatible materials and the wound
was already healed when this process started. Off course I am speculating now but I doubt that I would have
got to get a medical certificate saying that my body is fine with the bodyfication in my ears, if my project
was to make jewelry and as a part of the project pierce my ears. Although the main risk connected to this two
body modifications are the same when letting a professional piercer implant a NFC-chip, or piercing your
ears – the risk of infection. I'm thinking this because pierced ears is already a part of our culture that
everyone has a relation to in one way or another, opposite to a NFC-implant. The process of getting the
university to approve my method is in my opinion a manifestation of the last source of fear that I have
noticed; when something is new, uncommon or not socially accepted yet in our culture we tend to be more
afraid of it, no matter if it is a in a tattoo in the 1960s, homevideo in the early 1980s or a smart implant in
2014.
Due to this mix of fear and fascination that I met when discussing these technologies with people during my
project, I want my objects to balance on the line between scary, interesting and desirable to tell the story
about what I think is going on. Both what is going on in the natural science field, what is coming in the
future and how people perceive it in their already existing fantasies. In my installation I play with fear when
I use the red button and metal (fake) ”sensors”. A lot of visitors at the exhibition were afraid they would get
an electric shock for example.

Alternative productions of knowledge and open source glass
Another interesting part of the process with the chip was that first I offered Konstfack a paper from the
piercer who made the implant with information and risk assessment but the university needed a paper from a
medical doctor. I went to the doctor but she had never seen or heard about anything like my implant so she
was very confused and at first she claimed that she couldn't write anything because she didn't know anything
about it. In my point of view the piercer is the expert here, or maybe even a veterinary would have been a
better option than the doctor since the same kind of implants have been implanted to pets for 20years. But
since humans ”are not” animals (despite that we are) I cannot go to a veterinary and ask them to examine my
body and since a piercer has not gained his or her knowledge or title the way the doctor did, the doctor
remains in the top position of what is viewed as relevant knowledge. Both a doctor or scientist, craft artist,
hacker and piercer use hands on, experimental work to develop knew knowledge. But the piercers, hackers
and craft artists knowledge is usually not regulated in any way and therefore not valued in the same way.
Since I have used the hardware specifications of Arduino Uno when I built my computer, I want to follow
copylefts conditions and publish my work back into the maker culture for anyone to build further on.
Copyleft is a group of licenses for open source where the user is free to modify and spread the work as long
as the new modified work also is adapting the copyleft agreement and is left with the same permission for
others to use. Instructables42 is a website with user-created DIY-projects. Every Project has a step by step
guide and the site is a part of the maker movement. This is also a reference to the hacker ethics wish for
information to be free. I will share how my items are made on Instructables for anyone who is interested in
the practical solutions. I will also question how circuits usually is illustrated to make the information more
accessable, understandable and relevant to someone with another background than electronics. This is both a
part of my documentation and an aim for expanding the field of glass craft and the field of electronics.

The same circuit,
more traditional way
of drawing
And photo of my way
of showing it for my
instructable

42
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Glass as material has the ability to be transparent and in this project I have used only transparent glass. This
is a way for me to show what is usually hidden in a computer or a maker project containing an Arduino. It is
a way to share knowledge and to work with the concept open source as aesthetic influence in my glass
pieces. It is also a way to refer to the relation of inside/outside that is present in the body and the bodys
relation to objects and computers.

“Silly” part of the circuit that does not have another “fuction” than transporting the electricity longer and
making the wires visible.

Truth and craft skills
I wrote earlier about truth and playing with norms for authenticity in the different fields I am concerning in
my work. I realized during my process that I feel freer to play with skills, norms and truth about functionality
in the field of natural science, electronics and stories around that, than with glass craft. One example of this
is that in this project I ordered colors from Germany to paint my objects with but the delivery got delayed. I
was very frustrated because I couldn't start the photoshoot for my stop motion animation. I kept waiting until
my professor asked me if I really needed the right, (lasting) colors in this step when I were only going to use
these objects as photographs in the projection of a stop motion film. I did not, so I mixed the pigment I
already had with water, painted my objects with it and started to photoshoot two hours later the same day
Part #1 and Part #2 of my work are, despite that they are both fully functioning computers, ”fake”. They are
not doing what they claim that they do at least not in the way that they suggest that they function. The head
gadget in Part #2 is not even doing anything technical at all, everything happens in the button on the table.
But to wear the head gadget is important to make the illusion and story complete. Cold ”readers” touch the
forehead of the wearer and connects her or his body through the sense of touch. My main inspiration to the
computer in part #2 is Ray Kurzweils predictions about how brain scanning will develop into brain
uploading (and downloading to biological or non-biological physical bodies and/or virtual bodies) of a
person’s entire personality, skills, memory and so on43. I also thought about his saying that your brain creates
43
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your thoughts but your thoughts also creates your brain 44. That represents a relation to me and that would 16
mean that by using my computers head gadget your brain might actually change for real, physically, if your
interaction with it gives you thoughts. Anyhow they are fully functioning in the meaning to share my
thoughts about how we need to see the relations between human and computer shift, to the viewer, and to
evoke thoughts about something transferring from their heads to the computer and the other way around. I
think that there will be a shift in perspective, that interacting with technology is about a relationship too and
not only technology serving us and that we might have to start thinking different about technology than we
are used to. Donna Haraway claims in her cyborg manifest that the high technological culture challenges the
dualisms and power structures in the way that it is not clear who creates and who created in the relationship
between man and machine.45
A computer program consists of instructions. In Hackers – heroes of the computer revolution Steven Levy
describes how the early hackers of MIT started to challenge each other by using as few instructions as
possible while writing the same program. This started as a necessity because of the limited memory space of
the early computer TX-0. But it developed in to a desired skill, highly valued in the group and
programming/hacker community46 . If you write a ”good looking” program with very few instructions most
times it doesn't function any better than a messy one (as long as your computer has enough memory space).
But to use few functions is a desired craft skill for a programmer, just like I put pride in not running back and
forward a thousand times to reheat the glass (like a beginner would do) when glassblowing. I know how to
use the first heat and how long I can use each tool without losing heat and by working like this I save time
and perhaps gas. Off course this origins from the fact that short computer programs wasn't even a question of
choice in the beginning and I think working fast and not reheat too many times origins from the glass
industry’s wish for low production costs, and way of working mainly with mold blowing without a glory
hole (the furnace used for reheating). My experience in general from beeing in USA blowing glass is that
American glassblowers for example work for a lot longer time with each object than Swedish glassblowers,
perhaps because the American glass tradition is another with a strong art context instead of industry.
The final viewer of the glass object can't see how many times I reheated it, just like a final user of a software
would not notice if the code behind it looks messy or not while only using the program. But I believe that
different ways of working in the process also creates different thoughts that makes the outcome different if
the aim is to produce something new. This is one thing that makes my work important. I come from craft and
art and I make objects a engineer never would do because my making comes with different rules then theirs
and ”skill” probably doesn't mean the same thing in our minds. I make computers a computer developer
would never think of, and I probably design my functional objects like an industrial designer’s worst
nightmare. The programs I write for my computers are messy, glued together pieces of other programmers
work of art, like a disgusting monster of Frankenstein, but the monster is something different than a the
human and also something powerful. Art and craft is a tool to discuss topics in a different way, make new
unexpected objects and situations that relate to the topic and evoke new thoughts or interests, and it can
therefore expand also other fields, like the discussion of biotechnology in the field of natural science.
I have also made new practical knowledge during my work that could be useful and related to other fields in
other situations, like how to weld the copper wires and retain the conductivity and functionality of the circuit
even after it is sealed in hot glass. If you are interested in that kind of information you can look at my
instructable and build from there.
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Interactivity
The glass installation was shown in the spring exhibition and that was the first time I could really test how
the interactivity worked. I want people to interact with my work to also physical connect their bodies to my
computers. When working with interactivity there are always some factors that is critical, like how do you
make enough pedagogical/communicative instructions. If the instruction has too much information I think it
can also make the work uninteresting, almost like you do not have to try it on at all since you already have
read what is going to happen. I decided to make warning signs as my instruction, to make them a part of the
work and not something separate and to make a reference to fear.

I had trouble with making people wear the Fibrillizor (wristguard gadget) right but since I put a fake sensor
on it declaring that you should place the sensor on your pulse almost everyone is doing right and I think it
works good also to signal that something is going to be transferred from the pulse. Some people doesn't
realize that anything happened when the heartbeatLED starts. I think that can be because they have
expectations of something advanced to happen since the objects has so many connections/cords and looks
messy. I also rewrote the program so it is much more sensitive so the LED will start to blink even if you put
on the Fibrillizor a bit wrong.

Another critical thing is to make things work for a long time with people touching them and to make people
interact with your stuff at an appropiate level (not too much). The fragility factor of glass is both good and
bad since I think it may stop people from beeing too harsh on the objects. Of my objects it is actually the
electronic components that are fragile and not the glass. The bad part of this is that people can be afraid of
interacting with it due to big respect of the material glass and that it is hard to make them understand that you
are allowed. Anyhow from what I experienced in the Konstfack spring exhibition the level of interaction and
respect was pretty good. Maybe because many visitors did not recognize it as glass and asked what material
it was.

Swedish Bio-makers conference
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I am interested in creating new meetings and situations around my objects and themes and I went to “The
Swedish bio-makers conference” at Epicenter, Stockholm (April 9 th 2016). This is a context that I think could
be interesting to exhibit at in the future. This conference had many different speakers and exhibitors
(everything from nfc makers, companies selling nootropics, to a quantified self lab offering free blood tests
for personal health profiles) but no artists at all, if you do not include makers and piercers as artists. I think
this community may not have realized how much art and craft knowledge can contribute to the subject.
In the end of the day we split up in small workshops and discussion groups and I chose one where we should
redesign a do-it-yourself tDCS-headband to make it more functional or appealing to a bigger audience. In the
presentation round I got the feeling that the workshop leader thought the neuroscientists and engineers in the
group where the ones that would come up with the most or best ideas. I presented myself as a glass artist
working with electronics and body and that was not commented with phrases like “good, we might need
that” (that was said when the neuroscientist and engineers presented themselves). It may sound like I am
bitter but I am not, instead I think it was interesting information and I also think the workshop leader realized
something new when it was me who in the end was suggesting the most new solutions.
At this event I met anthropology master student Helma Korzybska that is writing her thesis on the subject
human-computer interaction and body relations to technology. She decided to come and visit me May 16 th May 20th as a part of her work and I think it was interesting for both of us. We discussed expectations I had
when implanting my RFID/NFC-chip and compared it to Kevin Warwicks experiences of being a part of a
bigger system because of tech-implants. We realized that to me the fact that the chip is covered in glass is
maybe as important or more important than the technology in it since I am a materials and glass geek and
that it connects me to glass. Helma was also a part of my performance hack lab and we will keep in contact
to maybe do more things together.

Performance hack lab/Konsthack at Konstfack;
programming the reprogrammable body or making of the organ-organ
I had a group of hackers, with different knowledge, experience and way in to the subject computers than me,
to collaborate with me and make a continuation of my work The reprogrammable body. We had a first
meeting discussing ideas and brainstorming around what to make. The ideas that came up was to make
something with a screen since we had a discussion about that in people in general think that computers do
have screens. For example upload physical objects that will appear on the screen or make some kind of mood
interaction where different moods are changed on the computer due to interaction portrayed through facial
expressions on the screen. Another idea was to make a super smart fake AI where we were giving the
computer internet, a microphone and a screen. So visitors could talk to the computer and it would answer
back on the screen but we would be writing back and listening so the visitors would really be communicating
with other humans but it would appear to be the computer answering and listening. This is also a method
used when developing interaction technology to gather information about the nature of the interaction and
test the interaction of a device before building a functional model to find out the kinds of problems people
will have with the devices and techniques. It is called The wizard of Oz technique. The idea that we decided
to continue with was The organ-organ – a simple synthesizer with silicone “organs” that creates vowels and
a robot singing or speaking sound when you squeeze it. We built it using air pressure sensors and a sparkfun
voicebox. We decided to wear black t-shirts and blue jeans and put up a working table in my installation.
And from 12.00-18.00 we worked in the exhibition, built and programmed the new work. It worked really
good and everyone participated and made decisions. Building for 6 hours was maybe a bit to short, it would
have been interesting if we had more time to discuss. But the time limit forced the decision process to be
spontaneous (in contrast to the rest of my work) and it also made everyone to be active, if we were going to
make it in time to our little vernissage at 18:00 everyone needed to work.
After the performance I left the working table with tools and prototypes and materials in the exhibition.
Adding the working table and The organ-organ to the installation made the interaction level rise and more
people talked to me when I was in the exhibition. I think the new work added humor since the “singing”
robot voice sounded pretty funny and that a messy working table also played down the work in a good way.

How is it made
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During my examination one discussion that came up was what is new knowledge and I realized I had not
written much about the practical knowledge that I had come up with during this project I gained new specific
knowledge during this project and I have collected most of it in my instructable. For example I now know
that spot welding is not thee best technique because it may cause small breakage of the wires when inside the
glass and that disconnects the circuit or creates unwanted resistance. Instead you have to use a TIG weld.
And to reheat the pieces in the gloryhole (that you usually do) may melt the copper wires that is outside the
glass, so reheating is better to do in the glass furnace gathering hole. My instructable is containing much of
this new knowledge now. http://www.instructables.com/id/Glass-Computers-Based-on-Arduino-Uno
After publishing it I got “featured” by instructables which is an achievement where they give you free PROmembership for three months and lists your instructable to be more visible because the admin team liked it.
They listed my instructable first if you clicked on technology category. I think that to be listed on the first
page of intructables is a good alternative way to have the art work published and I hope this will lead to some
new interesting contacts or comments on my work.

The organ-organ (2016)

“The organ-organ surgeons”: Magnus Ahltorp, Helma Korzybska, Emir Alwan,
Ammy Olofsson and Daniel Hrynczenko

